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The Legendary Curse of Imori is based on Avatar but in animal form. They come from four of six regions
to fill out their destiny. But what they find out is that they are re-carnations of the original Imori Curse
holders, now they have to find out how to defeat the evil that only the Holy One knows about. What Will
the four new Imori curse holders do?
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1 - So, It Begins,,,

The Legendary Curse

Of

Imori

By Kaishi

Chapter 1

Once upon a time&
There was a Mystical Land Know as
Imori.
It was home to many animals and lands.
There were six main Regions to The Land of Imori.
There was the Uxinta Forest, to the North.
There was the Saracen Rainforest to the South.
The Kusa Savanna to the East.
The Tanima Valley to the West..
The Takai Ocean, well as the ocean region.
And the Oaiss Desert as the region in the middle
of the
North, South, East , and West Regions.

All these regions were ruled by the most powerful clans in each of the regions.
For example, the Ocean Region was ruled by the Orcas, because
They were the most powerful and smartest animals in the ocean.
But we will get to that later.
For now I will tell you about this Legendary Curse.
This Curse is pasted down from Every other Generation.
In these generations four different animals from 4 different regions
are cursed with either the
Air, Water, Fire, or Earth.
But there as been said that one of the cursed animals are cursed with
two of the five elements. I know I said Air, Water, Fire, and Earth. But there is one other strong element&
Spirit.
The curse started out when four animals discovered the land.
These four animals are fairly easy to figure out&
Known today as&
They were Lady Tenka, The Wolf of Water.



Lord Gurasu, The Lion of Fire.
Lady Rein, The Jaguar of Air and Wind.
And
Lord Rokku, The Fox of Earth.

The Four Legendary Elementas and Elementals,
were four friends seeking a new home.
When they�d first arrived they did not have the Legendary Curse.
They were merely normal animals.
They traveled together seeking a new home fitting to them.
They first traveled to the Middle of there new found land.
Where they discovered the Oaiss Desert.
It was not named that when they first arrived, but they will name it that soon.
Anyways&
When the four friends first arrived to this un-named desert, and reached the middle.
They found a temple that looked newly built.
Yet they were the only ones on this newly found land.
They cautiously entered the newly made temple. Slowly they walked down the halls looking at some
pictures of regions with the words:
Region of Water
Region of Fire
Region of Air
And
Region of Earth
above each painting.
As they pass the paintings they see four stones in the middle of a big room with a ceiling of the
Japanese symbols for Water, Earth, Fire and Air on the ceiling.
And they all look towards the middle of the ceiling and they see
The Japanese symbol for Spirit.
Within the symbol the sunlight shines through.
As the four friends followed the light they found the light shining down on four stones facing perfectly in
the directions of
North, South, East and West.
The four friends stare at the stones from the doorway into the Room.
To each of them they each see the stone that will curse them later shining only to them.
Tenka (Wolf) slowly walks up to her stone that is shining only to her. Then the other slowly follows her
going to there shining stones.
As they stand in front of the stones they notice on the stones it says:
�The stone that holds the power within, once you are one with the stone you can not break free.
Power will overwhelm you and you will become a tool to your Imori.�

As they read it in there head, they wonder what it means. And once they all finished a stream of Green
(Earth), Aqua Blue (Water), White (Air) and Red (Fire) hit a stone that raised up from the middle created
a Purple/Pink Light and formed an Eagle with a crystal-necklace crown on it�s head. As a Purple/Pink
shoulder scarf on opened it�s eyes are looked at the four friends.
As she looked down she noticed Rein, Gurasu, and Rokku were shaking with fear, but Tenka wasn�t.
She smiled at her and she smiled back.



As she closes her eyes as she looks down towards the stones.
She looks like she is about to say something.
Which she does.
She spreads out her wings and looks up towards the symbols representing
Water, Fire, Earth and Air.
She looks at it like they have never shined the elements colors before.
She looks down as she closes her eyes again in the direction of the stones.
She opens her eyes and sees the stones are glowing from the direction of the each of the friends�
hearts.
She looks at each of them and smiles.
Rein, Gurasu, and Rokku still shaking with fear and Tenka looking at her with a happy look on her face.
The Eagle closes her eyes once more and looks like she�s going to speak.
�My name is Shinzui, and I am the Holy Protector of the
Element Stones.�
They look at he then the stones.
The Gurasu looks up to Shinzui and says, �The Element Stones?�
Then Shinzui looks at Gurasu and says, �Yes, these are the Element Stones.�
�They represent the four main elements of the Land of Imori.�
Tenka looks at Shinzui with a puzzled look on her face.
�The Land of Imori? Where�s that?�
Shinzui laughs.
�Why, my dear you are in the Land of Imori.�
And then laughs again.
Then they all look at her with a wondering face.
Shinzui smiles at them, with her eyes close.
�You are probably wondering about the Land of Imori.�
The fours friends nod.
�Imori, the most wonderful place in the galaxy.�
�Galaxy?� asks Tenka. �We are merely on across the ocean from Emore.�
�Yeah, I mean what did we do go through a invisible portal?� Rokku jokes.
�Yes.� Said Shinzui seriously.
The four friends look at her shockingly.
�You were in search of a place where you could start over, and you just kept walking towards the North
of your old planet.� Says Shinzui.
�Yeah, she�s right we never changed directions our minds just pulled us to the North.� Rein says
shockingly.
�Yeah, then there was a giant flash and we ended up in a savanna.�
says Gurasu.
�Yes, the stones were calling to you.� Shinzui says quietly.
�But why us?� says Rokku.
�Because, You were born with the path to become the
Lords and Ladies of the Element Crystals.� Says Shinzui.
Then after the Holy Shinzui, The Protector of the Element Stones explained the path of there future.
She told them that in order to gain there destiny they had to become
one with the stone.
They all looked puzzled as they looked at the stone.
�Become one with the stone?� asks Rein.



Shinzui nods.
�What do you mean by that?� asks Rokku.
Then Tenka realizes what she means and tells them,
�Remember what the stones said!�
�The stone that holds the power within, once you are one with the stone you can not break free.
Power will overwhelm you and you will be a tool to your Imori.� Tenka repeats.
�We are the protectors of the Land of Imori!� She says excitedly.
Shinzui nods as if she was proud.
Then Shinzui closes her eyes once more and tells them,
�Each of you put your paws over the stone and hover in front of it..�
They follow what she said and soon a second stream of light hits their chest and piece of their stone
hovers right out side of where there hearts are.
Shinzui spreads her wings out and says,
�Let the binding chain of all elements bind the stone to the Elemental�s and Elementa�s Hearts Forever!
And have the stone pass with in the generations of the Legendary Elemental�s and Elementa�s families!�
�Have the curse flow with in every other generation, so then each generation does not get cursed and
have to struggle with in the
Land of Imori.�

A Chain then forms in and around the crystal. It rises and goes on the neck of the four friends.
Then the four friends look up at Shinzui, and bow to her.
She bows back and then says,
�The Crystal will only appear when you call for it.�
The four friends nod and promise to keep the Imori safe from evil.
And this is where the curse first began.



2 - The Land That Became, Imori

Chapter 2

After the curse was given to the four friends, Shinzui showed them the land.
She Gave the four Friends each their own Region to rule.
They each got to name them and they each made an alliance.
Then one year later the four friends met in the temple after being called by Shinzui.
Shinzui said she noticed that they were alone and said in there reigons.
They all told her how they felt alone and they wanted to be loved by another.
Shinzui then told them that if they wanted they could return to the planet they once lived and bring
followers also in search of new homes&
Then Shinzui opened a Portal back to their world but said,
�You have exactly one year then you must return to witch you appeared with the followers you have&
You must search in your own region only and may not help each other. They all agreed sadly.
They all went into the portal and after the portal closed Shinzui smiled and said,
�You will find the one you love I am sure of this.�

Shinzui smiled in the direction of the portal once more and watched over the Land of Imori.
As a year pasted by the four friends found up to two-hundred followers each.
And the best part they all found the one destined to them. And then an hour before the crystals open the
portal then four friends got together and decided to tell them where they are going.
Forty-five minutes pasted and all the animals were excited.
They also said they could go to which ever region fits them most.
Then, not four but six regions opened.
And then a Light Shined through and Shinzui appeared.
She looks at all of them and the four friends bowed and
Then the rest of the animals bowed.

As Shinzui told everyone who she was and what�s going to happen,
She assigned new Dictators to the two un-ruled regions.
She gave the Camel Clan the dictation of
the desert the temple was located in. And she said the Ocean region was going to be assigned later.
Because at the time the ocean had only plants and coral.
After she assigned this, she told the four friends to stand and turn around and face your people.
Then Shinzui said,
�These are the Rulers of the North, South, East and West Regions.�
�The Ruler of the Northern region, Lady Tenka, The Wolf of Water.�
�The Ruler of the Southern Region, Lady Rein, The Jaguar of Air.�
�The Ruler of The Eastern Region, Lord Gurasu, The Lion of Fire.�
�And The Ruler of the Western Region, Lord Rokku, The Fox of Earth.�
Then the now animals of Imori, bowed to there rulers.



Then Shinzui asked the Lords and Ladies of Imori to name there regions.
�Lady Rein, The Jaguar of Air, Name your Region.� Asked Shinzui.
Then Rein replies,
�The Southern Region will be known as Saracen Rainforest, home to Rainforest animals of all kinds!�
�That is a wonderful name, Rein.� Shinzui agrees.
Then Shinzui looks towards Tenka.
�Lady Tenka, The Wolf of Water, Name your Region.� Shinzui asks.
Tenka replies,
�The Northern Region will be known as Uxinta Forest, home to all Winter Animals.�
Shinzui agrees again, then looks to Gurasu.
�Gurasu, and Your Region will be named?� asks Shinzui.
�The Eastern Region will be known as The Kusa Savanna, home to all Savanna roaming animals.
Shinzui agrees once again then looks towards Rokku.
�And Rokku, You region?� she asks once again.
�The Western Region will be known as the Tanima Valley, home to valley roaming animals.� Says
Rokku.

Then after the animals decided where they fit in the most, they all separated in to there regions.
Then Shinzui said,
�The name of the two unnamed regions will be named,
The Takai Ocean, Dictated by the Orcas and the Oaiss Desert which will be dictated by the Camels.�
After Shinzui finished talking the four friends got together and said is front of the crowed,
�In the Land of Imori, You shall call Shinzui, The Holy One, or Holy Shinzui.�
�Unless she says you can call her Shinzui.�
Everyone agreed and The Four friends said good bye for now and went there separate ways. As the
animals of each region followed them the quickly built home for themselves and Medium and small
castles for there rulers and or Dictators.

A year passes and then Everyone from every region is called to the
Oaiss Desert
for the announcing of the Dictator of the Tenkai Ocean.
The all agreed and an alliance was signed once more that the Land of Imori will be a peaceful World.
Years pass and the Land of Imori grew larger with everyone up to their 3rd or 4th generation.
The Ladies and Lords were growing older with having Husbands and Wives.
And Even having Kids, and Grandkids.
The Land of Imori was peaceful.
But Part of Imori was half dead and dieing&
This place was located on an island guarded by highly skilled
Marine Mammals.
This was land was known as Akuru, home to the Prison of Imori and the prisoners of Imori.
But your going to find out more about this place then you want to know,
Because this is where the story begins, of the 12th generation.



3 - Kaishi, Kasui, Taiga, and Kouen

Chapter 3

Let us start off with the chosen curse holder of Northern Region of Uxinta.
The 11th Generation, Rikka of Lady Tenka, The Wolf of Water�s family is the Great (etc.) Granddaughter
of Lady Tenka herself.
And Now Rikka and her Husband Kousetsu are Lady and Lord of
The Northern Region, Uxinta.
Uxinta is the great region once ruled by Lady Tenka and Her Husband, is a giant Forest of snow, In the
summer it gets no warmer then 60 degrees. And in the Winter it gets down to -60 degrees, but since
they�re use to it they can�t tell. But know matter what the temperature is there is snow on the ground, in
the trees, on the dirt roads. But the animals of Uxinta don�t mind. They love it there.
But this is the year of the one chosen to hold the curse.
And since Rikka is pregnant with another cub (baby). She thinks her son will be the chosen one. But
what she doesn�t know and hasn�t relived is that all pure, girl Arctic Wolves that have Lady Tenka�s
Blood with in them are the chosen ones to hold the curse with in them.
So, since she believes it is her young (half Artic wolf) son is the chosen one she as him learn to become
a warrior. So, as he trains her son, The Young Prince of Uxinta, Yuki. Is learning the ways of a warrior.

Now, the Lord and Lady Have Friends to the South. This region as you might recall is named the
Saracen Rainforest.
And The Lady of Saracen Rainforest is also expecting a cub/baby.
The Saracen Rainforest, is like any other rainforest it is just the opposite of Uxinta.
They have normal seasons but in the Summer and Fall it can get up to 100 degrees, and in the Winter
and Spring it can get as low as
60 degrees.

But Lord Aoi, and Lady Taki who is the Great etc.Granddaughter of
Lady Rein. Also thinks that Her Son, Prince Ueki is going to be the Chosen one. So Lord Aoi, has his
son learn to be a warrior just like the Prince of Uxinta, Yuki.
But, like Lady Rikka, who is friends with Lady Taki since they were lil� didn�t know that Jaguar of Air can
only be a girl. So, there baby/cub will be the curse holder too.
Then to West we Find the Great etc. Grandson of Lord Rokku, the now Lord Daichi. And Like the other
Ladies of the regions, Lady Taiyou is expecting a cub/baby. But the only difference is that they know
there baby is going to be the chosen one. The Lord o f the Earth.
So they don�t train there only daughter they do absolutely nothing. All they is rule there country and they
let Princess Awai do pretty much whatever she wants. Now the Eastern Region is just like the Western.
The Lord of the Kusa Savanna is also the Great etc. Grandson of Gurasu. And his name if Lord Kaji. His
wife Lady Furea, already know that there new coming baby is the Chosen Lion of Fire. There daughter,
Princess Hibana, is the smartest lion in the whole Land.



The Kusa Savanna is the most populated place& because the season are normal and the people are
kind. I guess this is why Lord Gurasu wanted it so bad.

About a five months later, and five days before the
Holy one chooses the
Holder of the Curse.
Three of the four babies/cubs were born the same day, the same time, even in the second.
But Kaishi, The Princess of Uxinta, was born the nest day.
Four days before the ceremony.
But there is a reason for this&
It doesn�t say it in the History of the Imori Curse,
but the four original were born the same way as the 12th generation
was.

The families don�t know this yet, but
Princess Kaishi of Uxinta Forest,
Princess Kasui of Saracen Rainforest,
Prince Kouen of Kusa Savanna,
And
Prince Taiga of Tanima Valley
are the recarnation of
Lady Tenka, The Wolf of the Water,
Lady Rein, The Jaguar of Air,
Lord Gurasu, The Lion of Fire,
and,
Lord Rokku, The Fox of Earth.
Only Holy Shinzui knows this&
Recarnations happen every 12 years&
So naturally, Holy Shinzui wouldn�t be surprised&
But just wait in see how surprised she really is.

Three days later on the Sunniest Day since the original
Curse holders arrived in Imori,
The Ceremony Began in the same room,
On the same day, at the same time.
The Mothers of the baby girl cubs
and
The Fathers of the baby boy cubs
stopped in the same place as there
Great etc. Grandparents stopped.
As the parents stopped and look at the Crystals,
the babied help from the parents mouths looked at the ceiling the same way there Great Great etc.
Grandparents did.
The Parents put the Chosen ones down and then sat down at the door way.
Kaishi was the first one to go up, just like Tenka did. Then the others followed just like the others did.
Kaishi sat right in front of her stone and then jumped up had had both lil� paws on the stone as she read



it&
�How can she be reading that stone.. she�s only three days old!� asks
Lady Rikka.
Holy Shinzui walks up and stands behind them.
�She can read it because she has inherited the knowledge of Lady Tenka.�
Holy Shinzui says happily.
They stare at her as she walks by.
As she walks over towards Kaishi.
Kaishi sits back down and tilts her head as she stares at it.
As Shinzui walks up and stands by her.
Kaishi turns around and looks at Shinzui with a sad face.
�What is wrong little one?� asks Shinzui.
Kaishi looks back at the stone then looks at Shinzui again.
Just like Tenka, Kaishi isn�t scared of The Holy Shinzui.
As the parents bow to her presents. Kaishi wonders why the others are scared.
Shinzui quietly says,
�The youngest one isn�t scared, isn�t shaking with fear.�
�Yet, the other three are older then her and are scared and shaking in fear of me.�
�You are the recarnation of Tenka.� Shinzui says happily.
�The recarnation&? O Holy One?� asks the Lady Taki
(Lady of Saracen Rainforest).
Shinzui turns around and faces the Parents.
�Yes, it is part of the Imori Curse.�
�Each Curse Holder passes down a bit of their memories, knowledge, and personality in to the Next
Holder.�
�But, the Imori Curse recarnates the Curse Holder Twelve years before them.�
�And since she is the 12th generation, she is the recarnation of Lady Tenka.�
�The Original Curse Holder of Water.�
� Same goes for the others& soon they will realize they can do everything Kaishi can do now.�
�But. O Holy One, They can�t possibly be The Original Curse Holders.�
says Lord Daichi.
�Well you are correct, as usual,� Shinzui says with a smile.
Lord Daichi looks at her like he really wants to know.
Shinzui looks down at the three scared cubs and says,
�Of course, they are their own entire animal.�
�They only inherit the originals memory, acts like. There are many ways there are like them, but they are
their own.�
�Let the curse holders become who they are on their own.�
�Treat them like you would treat them as if they had no curse.�
Shinzui says seriously.
�Their the chosen ones, and no one can change that.�
�So let the ceremony begin.�
Shinzui Says Loudly.
As the ceremony continues and the cursed necklaces go around and in the chosen ones. Then the
Fathers and Mothers that were in the building at the ceremony picked up their cub and walked out side
with Shinzui behind them. Then the other parents walked and sat in front of them.
Then Shinzui said loudly to the animals awaiting the answer,



�These are the new Imori Curse Holders.�
�They will have great things ahead of them.�
�You shall treat them as they should be treated, as Prince or Princess.�
�As of today we have new Imori Curse Holders.�
�We have,
Princess Kaishi, The Wolf of Water,
Princess Kasui, The Jaguar of Air and Wind,
Prince Taiga, The Fox or Earth,
and
Prince Kouen, The Lion of Fire.�
As the ceremony went on, so did Kaishi.
Kaishi got away from her parents, and went to explore the crowd.
She was amazed by all the different animals&
Well except the baby snake who tried to eat her&
But as she got further in the crowd, the more people saw her.
And Kaishi started to get scared from all the attention.
Then suddenly she couldn�t take it anymore.
She Howled with the cutes lil howl ever, and only her mother and father could hear it.
The Lord and Lady of Uxinta, looked at each other and
Lord Kousetsu
ran and ran through the crowd to is little girl.
Kaishi could sense him coming so she just kept howling, so cutely.
Finally Kaishi�s dad shows up and finds his baby girl scared.
He grabs her by the neck and takes her back up to Lady Rikka, her mom.
Kaishi as a happy look on her face like she is safe and happy when her mother looks at her.
Kaishi gets set down and walks right to her mother, cuddling with her.
The ceremony soon ended, and everyone was on a long trip home.
When everyone got home the next day was a celebration for Kaishi�s five day old birthday.
Everyone was having a wonderful time.
And Kaishi loved it all, playing with friends, seeing relatives it was all good for her.
As her birthday came to end so did her party.
This cute lil� girl set down for the night and her mother and father kissed her, Lady Rikka began to see
her Great etc. Grandmother in Kaishi�s eyes
And she believed that Kaishi would be the greatest of the Great.
Lady Rikka saw that f Kaishi was ever going to survive then she would have to teach her training, just
like he is doing with their Eldest, Yuki.
As that night pasted so did the years, and the Young cute Kaishi is now a Beautiful 14 year old Princess
with her combat skills almost at a Grandmaster level she is as sweet as ever.
With Her Imori Cursed Friends around at least 5 days a month, she had the best friends a girl could ask
for.
But what Kaishi and her friends don�t know is that danger is coming and no one but Shinzui knows it.
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